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How the U.S. IPEXs Started 

 Int’l Shows in London, Vienna, & Others 

U.S. Philately on the rise; Gaining ground 

among foreign competition and winning 

awards 

@ the 1911 APS Convention… 

CCNY and NY State Stamp Society form the 

Association of Stamp Exhibitors (ASE) 

Established 20th February 1912; 800 members by 

1913 

A combo of collectors & dealers to take lead 

 JC Morgenthau-President 

 JW Scott, Treasurer  
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Evolution of a Name: The IPEx 

1913: International 
Philatelic Exhibition 

1926: International 
Philatelic Exhibition 

1936: Third Int’l Phil 
Exhibition (TIPEX) 

1947*: Centenary Int’l 
Phil Exhibition (CIPEX) 

1956: Fifth Int’l Phil 
Exhibition (FIPEX)  

1966: Sixth Int’l Phil 
Exhibition (SIPEX) 

1976: Interphil76 

1986: AMERIPEX ‘86 

1997*: PACIFIC ‘97 

2006: Washington 2006 
World Phil Exhibition 

2016: NY 2016 World 
Stamp Show 

2026: Boston World 
Stamp Expo** 

 
** Revised show name as of 4/17 
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* Offered on an off year to 

coincide with the 100th and 

150th  anniversary of the first 

U.S. postage stamp in 1847 



Most every event leaves a trail of 
ephemera behind. It is the stuff that is 

often cast aside.  

Once upon a time, a person of vision realized that perhaps a bit of 

money can be made from this material, and she called them 

souvenirs. Sometimes it just comes down to money!  

 

Nevertheless, whether the material is incidentally created or made to 

sell, it is fun to collect. Most of it is relatively inexpensive, much of this 

being free at the time of the event. Being inexpensive does not mean 

that it is easy to come by. A few items can be pricy, but it is the hunt 

that counts. 

 

So what kind of stuff are we talking about? And where does it come 

from: Int’l and other stamp shows, Political conventions, World’s Fairs, 

Trade Shows, Sporting events & Academic  and professional 

conventions among others. It’s everywhere! 

 

Many items in this presentation are from the collection of and the 

NY WSS ‘16 Court of Honor exhibit of Steven J. Rod.  
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Examples of IPEX Ephemera 

Some Examples 

 Postage Stamps & Station’y 

 Cinderellas, Labels, Seals 

 Philatelic Covers 

 Business Covers & letters 

 Programs, Journals  

 Souvenir Sheets 

 Posters, Handbills 

 Show Catalogues 

 

 

…even more examples 

 Publicity, Flyers, Ribbons 

 Banquet Menus, Medals 

 Tickets  

 Passes 

 FDC Events 

 Exhibit awards, Bourse Lists 

 Newspapers, Journals 

 Signs, Floor Plans 

 
Further, IPEX-goers may save their airlines tickets, hotel brochures, 

autographs, restaurant menus, theatre or sporting event tickets, home-

made philatelic items, photographs, local picture postcards, newspapers, 

& city maps, and so much more.  

 



As tonight’s focus is on the 

1956,1966, and 1976 

Internationals, the next slides are  

just a quick spree through the 

eleven shows simply to illustrate 

the scope of material available 

present items from the other 

shows.  
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1913-New York City 

(L) Pre-Show Publicity in the Philatelic Literature; (R) Planning Committee. 

There were neither dealers nor the USPOD. 331 exhibits 



1926-New York City 

(L) 2nd IPEX Banquet Menu; (R) No. 630 White Plains Sheet 



1936-New York City 

Signature of 3rd Asst. PM, 

C.B. Eilenburger; PPC of 

Show Opening Distributed at 

Show 

CIPEX Seal; 

 

Opening 

Ceremony 

Invitation 



1947-New York City 

(L) CIPEX Award Plate; (R) FDCs Issued at the Show 



1956-New York City 

(L) 2015 ASD&C featuring FIPEX; (R) 

Ribbon 
Above-Show Labels 



1966-Washington, DC 

(L) Image of SIPEX Exhibition Jury; (R) Stamps and Souvenir Sheet 



1976-Philadelphia 

(L) NY Times, 2 May ’76 and Passport; (R) FDC & Sweden Souvenir 



1986-Chicago (Rosemont) 

(L-Top) Tickets, (L-Bottom) USPS Booklet; (R) Stamps from 7 –IPEXs 



1997-San Francisco 

First Day Ceremony Program: (L) Closed; (R) Exploded 



2006-Washington, DC 

(L) Germany Cover at Wash’n 2006;  (R) 1st Day of Issue for 3 Ceremony Covers  



2016-New York City 

(Above) A 2012 commercial letter during 

the planning of the NY World Stamp Show 

Thank you 

Steven J.- 

Show Stamps and 

Lancopex Cancel 

        (Cropped) 



And Let’s not Forget the 

Pretenders: 1989-Washington, DC 

and 1992-Chicago 
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What are the pretenders…Think of them as 

the Apocrypha, the disputed books of the 

bible; the step-children of Int’l shows; and/or 

“wannabees.” These are legitimate shows 

that just missed a few ingredients or 

Permission slips (i.e. the right endorsements). 

These were multi-day Int’l shows with U.S. 

(and other country’s) postage stamps, 

Cinderellas, first day covers  (with 

ceremonies), foreign country participation, 

exhibits, city tours, banquets, among others. 

More to come. 



1989-Wsh’ton World Stamp Expo 20 



1992 Chicago World Columbian Expo 21 



International Show Presentations 

Part-I, 1913, 1926, 1936, & 1947. 
Presented at New York 2016 World Stamp 
Show (2 June) and following at a PSLC 
Meeting 

Part-II, 1956, 1966, &1976 at Summer 
Session, American Philatelic Society, 2 
June 2020 (Presented virtually) 

Part-III, 1986, 1997, & 2006. To be 
determined 

Part-IV, 2016 and the two other 
international shows in 1989 and 1992. TBA   
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1956 FIPEX in New York City 

 Dates: 28 April-6 May 1956 

 Construction delay in 5/55 

 Show originally scheduled to start on 3 March 1956.  

 (Almost two months late) 

 Held at New York Coliseum – Opened 28 April 1956 

 Eighth Avenue and 58th to 60th Streets (Columbus Circle) 

 Two city blocks 

 AKA 312 W. 58th Street 

 $35M-One of the most expensive in the world 

 Hours: 10 AM to 10 PM across nine (9) days 

 Attendance Estimates: 200-250K 

 (Must question reliability of attendance estimates across all 
shows) 

 Sponsored by Association of Stamp Exhibitors (5th time) 

 Great pre-publicity as with previous Internationals  
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Photo and USPOD Stamp Image 

of the New York Coliseum 

The ‘56 IPEX was selected as one of the three (3) 

inaugural coliseum events because of its international 

flair given the presence of foreign governments from 

all over the world. 
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The New York Coliseum 

 Replaced Grand Central Palace of past 

three shows 

 Grand Opening: 28th April 

 Escalator-first time for an IPEX 

 Four Floors-for 4 Conventions 

 Facility Footprint: 9 Football Fields 

 FIPEX had top two floors 

 143K Sq. Feet 

 25% > CIPEX in1947 

 Shared with NY Auto and Photo Shows 

 Cost: $35M (World record) 

 Indoor Parking for 850 cars 

 Air conditioned 

 Two  (2) full city blocks 

 Opening delayed from 3rd March 
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For what it’s worth… 
26 

FIPEX stamp used as an illustration of the Coliseum  on Wikipedia 



For Collectors and Stampless 

Others 

3/56 Opening of Broadway's hit show 

My Fair Lady 

Greyline Bus Tours 

Circleline around Manhattan Island 

More than ten (10) other hospitality 

packages for collectors and families 

NYC Sporting events (3 MLB teams) 
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U.S.P.O.D. at FIPEX-I 

Used 10K Square feet of space 

 16 main sales windows allowing for lines up to 100 feet! 

 Long lines most of the eight days 

Special USPOD Exhibits (Live and living displays) 

A Stamp is Born with the BEP 

Moving the Mail 

A Paper Making Machine with Hammersmith (A 
working model) 

Watrmarking 

Ethel McCoy’s 1901 Pan American Issues with 
Inverts 

USPOD issued its greatest numbers of items to date 
(n=4) 
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Four USPOD Issues (#1) 
29 



Four USPOD Issues (#2) 
30 



Four USPOD Issues (#3) 
31 



Four USPOD Issues (#4) 
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FIPEX Stamps from Liberia 
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FIPEX Exhibits 
 Judges: 51 U.S. and Foreign 

 2nd Opinion: 45 including 28 from U.S. 

 Competitive Exhibitors: 482 (41 had Multiple exhibits) 

 Competitive Frames: 2321 

 Exhibits limited to five (5) frames and three (3) albums 

 Some exceptions, as 11 exhibits had >20 frames 

 Fewer albums on exhibit than in previous shows 

 (WSS NY’16 was limited to eight frames and no albums) 

 Same classes of exhibits as ‘36 and ‘47 but no Class of 

Honor 

Stamps from any exhibit class of could win the Grand 

Trophy 

 Grand Prize-Uruguay (First foreign exhibitor to win Grand) 

 Best of 19th and 20th Century U.S. Exhibits were won by 

women 
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Other Special FIPEX Exhibits 

 1¢ British Guiana of 1856 ($100K, long lines!) 

 Bureau of Engraving and Printing 

 National Philatelic Museum of Philadelphia 

 De La Rue Printers 

 USPOD 

 Int’l Salon with special exhibits by 60 foreign Postal 
Administrations.  

 Hall of Color 

• Smithsonian Collection: First time out of D.C. 

• Full frame of the rarest die proofs, and more 

• FDR’s Stamp Design Sketches 

• Special youth exhibit competition by Jacque Minkus of 
Gimbels 

 

 



The Bourse 

• Dealers Booths: 121 @ $650 each 

• (That’s $6127 in 2020 dollars) 

• Largest-4 single booths: Washington 

Press (RIP 2016*) 

• Triples: Gimbel's Stamp Store and The 

H.E. Harris Co. 

• Double: Scott Coin & Stamp 
 

 



FIPEX Show Program 

Image from Trenchard 
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Besides the details of the exhibits, jury, and all, 

the catalogue contains many advertisements for 

dealers, FDCs, show leaders, supplies, 

exhibition rules, ASE membership, auction 

information, local entertainment, and much 

more (180 pages @ $1.00). 

Of interest is that the coverage of the bourse 

was  minimal. On the last page was the listing 

of dealers by number which corresponded to 

the floor map! It was ¾ of the page! 

An addendum included a list (n=40) of names 

and addresses of all the NYC and metropolitan 

area businesses which displayed postage 

stamps in their windows to commemorate the 

FIPEX  show. These included banks, 

bookstores, specialty shops, department stores, 

and a host of others. 



A vertical stack of 11 catalogues 
38 

What’s wrong with this picture? Next slide please. 
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A horizontal stack of IPEX cats-II 

Year         Pages 

1913 80 

1926 288 

1936 248 

1947 184 

1956 180a 

1966 194 

Continued 

1976  268 

1986b    346+54 

1997(Linn’s)c  120 

1997 (Congress)c     172d 

2006  336 

2016  320 

 

 

a-Includes four (4) pages of Addenda/Errata 
b-Last 54 pages are un-numbered advertising 
c-Two versions of Catalogue: 1) Linn’s; 2-Am Phil Congress 
d-172 pages of IPEX+228 Pgs. of Congress items ($35) 



Daily Publicity; Lounge Ribbon 40 



From Linn’s Stamp News 

Visitors could meet George 

Linn at the Linn’s Stamp 

News Booth and receive a 

free, sturdy souvenir folder to 

hold all four of the USPOD 

postal items.  

*Note: The owner of this 

added a #1075 with first day 

cancel to front. There is also 

one on the back!  
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Color-Coded Pass System 
42 



Complementary Dealer Passes 43 



Official USPOD Photo News Release 
44 

The two items in correct size proportion 



ABNC’s Last Int’l Cinderellas 

These were the last of the ABC 

promotional int’l show labels. 

The triangular shape and 

colors made them well 

represented through out the 

show. 

With the advent of eye-

catching show covers using 

official stamps and attractive 

cachets, the demand for the 

labels decreased in favor of 

the show covers. It is not a 

coincidence that the 

Washington Press with their 

iconic Artcraft covers had a 

great presence at the show 

including a large exhibit and 

supply of well-serviced covers 

for  sale. 
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The Two FIPEX Prospecti… 
46 

Most international shows have 2-3 prospectus issued ahead of the event 

The first was from April 1955, and the final from November 1955 



April 1955 Advanced Prospective 

Note dates of 3-11 March. 

Due to a construction 

accident, the show was 

delayed by nearly eight 

weeks. The show then 

advanced to a start date of 

28 April. This was the 

grand opening of the New 

York Coliseum, and it was 

big enough to hold two 

other large shows, the NY 

Auto Show and the NY 

Photography Show.  
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Other FIPEX Cinderellas 

These red labels were the show’s 

official poster stamps  produced 

by stamp dealer, entrepreneur, 

and tycoon, JW Nicklin. These 

sheets were made in both 

perforated and non-perforated 

versions and were issued in four 

colors.  

These sold in lots, the smallest 

being one sheet (of 12) in each of 

four colors for $1.00. 

For any 1939 New York World’s 

Fair buffs, Nicklin was the one 

who created the large sheet of 

over 50 full color poster stamps. 
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1966 Int’l Philatelic Expo (SIPEX)* 

*The narrative about how the show ended up in Washington, DC instead of NYC 

is worthy a presentation in itself. As of 8/64 it was scheduled for 4-9 March 1966 

at the Statler-Hilton in NYC and to be called USIPEX (with its own emblem). It 

would be sponsored once again by the ASE.  
 

Late in 11/64 it was announced that the show would be cancelled. Two factors 

played in the decision. 
 

The first factor was financial. The ’56 FIPEX lost money thus reducing the start-

up fund for ‘66 USIPEX. Given a smaller treasury on top of ten years of NYC 

inflation,  it’s production was a gamble. This included the substantial rent of the 

Coliseum ten years later along with shelter, food, and drink for participants and 

dealers. The board of the ASE did not think it could go forward with the show 

under these circumstances. 
 

The second factor was a difference in philosophy. The current ASE chairman 

wanted a smaller show that catered to the elite of the hobby with the most 

exclusive of dealers and exhibitors. The popular collectors, they contended, had 

the other ASDA shows in NYC, and this was sufficient.  
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So what happened….. 
In Washington DC were a group of sophisticated collectors who formed 

the basis of the successful NAPEX, the successful annual DC area 

show. “We can do it,” they opined. 
 

They based their impressions on a variety of variables. They had 

successful contacts with a large array of dealers from their annual 

NAPEX. Located in the DC area, their contacts extended to both the 

leadership of the USPOD and the Bureau of Printing & Engraving. DC 

offered a host of collateral activities for collectors and families. Finally, 

the cost of such an undertaking in DC was much less than in NYC. And 

they would hold the show in a hotel. Two firsts, a non-NYC IPEX and a 

hotel venue!  

But could they do this in only 15 months, half the operational time of the 

previous shows. They convinced ASE that they could do it and were 

given the go-ahead. 
 

And the rest is history. (The above is the short version.)  
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1966 Int’l Philatelic Expo (SIPEX) 

Dates: 21-30 May 1966 

Location: Washington, DC 

Venue: Shoreham Hotel 

Hours: Open until 10:00 PM most days 

Attendance:+/- 200K 

Sponsor: Association of Stamp 

Exhibitors  
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1966 SIPEX Catalogue 

Image from Herb Trenchard 

This catalogue is in black and white with  

show information regarding the show  

leaders and committee members, exhibit 

and jury information, other show 

information. It came in two versions, a 

thicker one with bound blank leaves 

between the pages listing the exhibits, 

perhaps for visitors to make notes. A 

favorite ad is the one selling the exhibit 

frames when the show closed.  

The catalogue contains a a six page article 

by Herb Trenchard of the history of 

international shows from the first in 1887 in 

Antwerp, a 15 day event! Trenchard gave 

the criterion for an International listing, and 

by his calculation, SIPEX was the 100th of 

such events. 
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Some SIPEX facts 

 SIPEX was the first U.S. Int’l to be judged by FIP Rules. This European 
organization for exhibit standardization was founded in 1926 

 This was the 100th international show since Antwerp from 1 to15  May 
1887 

 Many countries with postal administrations involved in the show held 
receptions at their respective embassies augmented with country 
exhibits  

 USPOD very active in receiving and returning exhibits, those foreign 
and domestic.  

 Herb Trenchard authors IPEX history article for the ‘66 show program 
This included the first five U.S. Int’l Shows and started a trend of IPEX 
history in subsequent IPEX catalogs 

 SIPEX was last IPEX to allow albums as part of the exhibits 

 SIPEX Firsts: Held outside of NYC, FIP patronage,  and hotel venue 

 Court of Honor has exhibits from the honor class of previous FIP shows 

 First IPEX to give special status for Thematic & Topical category 
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Some More SIPEX Facts 
 Broke ground with two unusual souvenirs which became a 

new collecting medium-Souvenir Cards. 

 Attendance was +/-200K. This was less than in 1956, but 

SIPEX made a profit, and the dealers were well pleased. 

Money returned to all its guarantors. 

 Opening address by PMG Larry O’Brian on the 39th 

anniversary of the Lindbergh flight (21st May) 

 Cardinal Spellman displayed Lindbergh memorabilia. 

 Sponsored by National Philatelic Exhibitions of Washington 

DC 

 Authorized by Association for Stamp Exhibitions 

 Patronage by FIP and APS 

 United Nations sold stamps, and letters and cards thus 

franked could be mailed from the show 
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Entertainment, Tours… 
Opening ceremony music by the U.S. Marine Corps 

Band, The President’s Own 

Nat’l Gallery of Art has exhibit of paintings that are 
depicted on U.S. stamps 

Klutznick Exhibit Hall of B’nai B’rith has exhibit of all 
Israel issues since establishment in 1948 

Daily tours for show goers of the BEP, a SIPEX 
supporter and other tours of DC such as the White  
House, the Capitol, and  more 

MLB: Washington Senators Vs. the Kansas City Royals 

Barefoot in the Park performed at the National Theatre  

Monday, 30 May, the last day of the show  was 
Memorial day. A trip to the Tomb of the Unknown 
Soldier was arranged 
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The Shoreham Hotel (Now an Omni) 

 Built in 1930 

 at 2000 Calvert St. N.W. 

 FDR’s 1st Inaugural Ball 

 Special elevator installed for 
FDR 

 Home to many U.S. 
politicians and foreign 
diplomats over the years 

 Some of the famous: Bob 

Hope, Judy Garland, Aretha 

Franklin, Benny Goodman 

and many more 

 Harry Truman played poker 

here on many occasions.  

 Rudy Vallee played opening 

night 



Exhibits-I 

 32 Judges; 16 American; Second opinion is 30/14 

 Based on FIP rules with four official classes. However certain 

traditional classes unique to US philately were retained.  

 Official: Non-competitive 

 Court of Honor: From honor classes in previous FIP shows 

 Non-Competitive:: Exhibits by judges and/or officials 

 Honor: Received  two or more gold medals at FIP shows 

 Other competitive classes from previous IPEXs such as U.S., Country, 

Air Mail, Topical & Thematic, Junior, Literature, General 

 There was no “Best of show” 

 Honor Class: Joel Olsson, Swedish classics 

 International: Robert Gates, classic France 

 National: Mr./Ms. E. Kilbourn for Confederate States of America 

 Award Banquet for 700 with neither speeches nor head table 
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Exhibits-II 
 Frames: 2,214 16-page frames 

 Plus the Bin Room with Albums (last year of such)  

 Exhibitors: 500 

 Five (5) exhibits were disqualified for “Undesirable stamps, 

miniature sheets, or issues boycotted or not recognized by 

the FIP.”   This eleven (11) page catalog includes items that 

were never issued, contained questionable overprints, were 

private issues, ‘labels,’ items not valid for postage, suspicious 

perfins, and more totaling about 200+ items. Vast majority 

were DDR. This is worth an exhibit in itself!   

 Court of Honor: Raymond Weill: Four frames of U.S. classics 
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SIPEX Jury 

 Show met all its financial goals 

 Returned $$ to its guarantors  

 V 

 V 

 v 

Exhibit President, George Turner is at the lower left. 
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Bourse 

Dealers: 80 

Cost: $550.00/10 days   

This is $4352 in 2020 dollars, about  the 

same price for a 10’X’10 booth at NY-

2016) 

(Compare this to $650.00 in NYC in 

1956) 

35+ Foreign Postal Administrations 
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The USPOD at SIPEX  

 Issued a 5¢ commemorative stamp, 5¢ souvenir 

sheet, and an 11¢ international rate postal card* 

 *First postal card printed in duotone, a blended ink for clarity 

An adjacent area was available for collectors to 

prepare their covers 

USPOD very active in receiving and returning 

exhibits, those foreign and domestic 

On display were the Postmaster General’s gems 

from the collection and archives 

Cancelled  covers: These were either entered into 

the mail stream or handed back to the postal 

customer 
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For the USPOD Bulletin Board 
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Air Mail Day 
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This is the first U.S. Int’l postal card, and the first printed in 

duotone, a lithographic process which blends the inks for rich color.  



‘ 

SIPEX FD Cancels  
These different cancels were 

available on all FDCs, outgoing 

mail, and a host of philatelic items 

from personal covers, menus, 

programs and more.  

There similar collections of the 

cancel array for the 5 cent 

commemorative stamp and the 5-

cent souvenir sheet.  

These are repeated of a variety of 

cacheted covers.  

The airmail card at the bottom has a 

gold engraved SIPEX seal.  
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Mr. Zip Block of  SIPEX Stamp 

Of note is that in the printing of this stamp there were two passes on 

the press… 
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A few First Day Covers 
66 

This is the lowest denominated 

Souvenir Sheet in U.S. history. Sold 

well at the show. Ultimately 15M 

were printed; unfortunately many 

remain extant to this day.  

The 5-cent commemorative was 

issued on Day-1 on the hotel 

venue stationary. 

The cachet at right by Artcraft is 

the ‘Official’ first day cover.   



SIPEX-Anyone? 
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First of two souvenir cards… 

This attractive  engraved 

multi-view Souvenir Card 

of Washington, DC was 

prepared by the Union 

Members of the Bureau of 

Printing and Engraving 

specifically for SIPEX for 

$2.50. It is listed in Scott’s 

Specialized Catalogue as 

SC3. Scott lists these 

cards from 1954 to 1999. 

Interestingly, Scott also 

lists numismic souvenir 

cards from 1969 thru 2003 
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Second of two souvenir cards 

This beautifully engraved 

card, ‘The Miner Sheet’, 

was made by the U.S. 

Banknote Corp for SIPEX, 

their only involvement with 

a U.S. International stamp 

show. They were 

distributed free of charge to 

several hundred SIPEX 

visitors. These are not very 

common. 
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Official Show Label  

In three languages, this label contains the show data along with the emblem, the 

latter designed by the BEP which also served as the exhibit medals 
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More SIPEX Ephemera 

Pre-show publicity flyer with six 

pages of show info including 

history, exhibits, USPOD Issues 

Dealers, Show activities, 

Sightseeing, Sponsors, catalogues 

Tickets, and Hotel info 

A souvenir booklet by the 

ASE listing (inside) the 

previous five (5) Int’l shows 

which started in 1913  
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SIPEX Admissions Ticket 
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Other Ephemera at SIPEX 
73 

An interesting piece. Imagine facing the 

last day of the show with 3000 exhibit 

frames and wondering if you will have 

sufficient help to disassemble them and 

prepare for shipping and storage. 



Some Publications at SIPEX 
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This is the cover of the First 

Day Ceremony for the 5 cent 

commemorative. (See below) 

Award winners are listed 
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Inside the 21 May First Day Ceremony at SIPEX 



Dealers & Advertisers @ SIPEX 

The 1966 Summer-Fall 

Catalog of the HE 

Harris Co. of Boston. 

They issued this with a 

special cover honoring 

the show. The cover’s 

inside content contains 

information about  the 

company on its 50th 

anniversary. Other 

advertisers recognized 

the show with fancy 

covers for their regular 

publications.  
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1976 Int’l Philatelic Expo: (Interphil76) 

 Interphil76 coincides with the Bicentennial celebration in the 

nation’s birthplace, Philadelphia, PA. 200th (in progress for years) 

 There are multiple albums extant containing all the worldwide stamps 

recognizing the U.S. Bicentennial 

 Dates/Times: 29 May to 6 June 1977; 11:00 am to 8:00 pm 

 Civic Center of Philadelphia is the venue 

 IPEX Passports first introduced at Interphil76 

 This results in special cancels for each day of the show 

 Printed by same company making official  U.S. passports 

 First IPEX catalog with partial color 

 USPS (Formerly USPOD up to 7-1-71) has multiple issues 

 First IPEX stamp issued ahead of show, a trend that continued to ‘16 

 Of the foreign issues recognizing the Bicentennial, several of 

these stamps note the Interphil76 event.  
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1976 Int’l Philatelic Expo: Continued 

FIP Patronage again at this show. This will 
continue through NY  WSS‘16 

Significant support from APS. Many staffers 
involved.  

First IPEX with USPS Commemorative Panel by 
ABNC 

United States Government Court: (In addition to 
the USPS) 
Bureau of Engraving and printing 

Bureau of the Mint 

United States Envelope Company 

American Banknote Company 

Smithsonian Institution  

American Revolution Bicentennial Administration 
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Sightseeing, Entertainment, Tours 
79 

 Opening Night Champaign Reception 

 Catalogue Map for self-tour of Center City Phila. 

 Philadelphia Phillies Baseball at the Vet 

 Reception on Dewey’s Flagship, USS Olympia 

 Longwood Gardens and Winterthur Tour 

 Skyline Tour from Penn Mutual Tower 

 Fairmont Park-Site if the 1876 World’s Fair and 

U.S. Centennial celebration 

 Picnic at Philadelphia Zoo 

 Independence Hall 

 Franklin Institute 

 Philadelphia Museum of Art 

 Collectors Luncheon at Germantown Cricket Club 

 Awards banquet at Bellevue-Stratford Hotel  
 



The Philadelphia Civic Center 
80 

Also called Convention 

Hall 

Near U. Penn and Franklin 

Field (West Phila.) 

1899-2005: In decline 

since  1967 with the new 

Spectrum facility 

Holds 15K people for a 

convention 

Four Nat’l Conventions 

1900, 1936, 1940, and 1948 

Beatles ‘64, Stones ‘56 

College Basketball  

 

 

The Venue: Interphil76 

Image from the Interphil76 catalog.  



USPOD USPS Show Related Issues 

 Four souvenir sheets of $4.30 face value (No mention of the show) 

 Issued at the show on 29 May 1976-’Interphil’ noted only on package 

 Declaration of Independence and  Surrender of Cornwallis 

 Both by John Trumbull 

 Washington Crossing the Delaware 

 Emanuel Leutze and Eastman Johnson 

 Washington Reviewing his Ragged Army at Valley Forge 

 William T. Trego 

 13¢ Interphil76 Commemorative Stamp (Dates, location, etc.) 

 Issued in advance, 17 January ‘76 in Philadelphia 

 13¢ Commemorative honoring Ben Franklin issued at the show on 1 
June (No mention of Interphil76) 

 New-Commemorative Panel (New USPS product established in 1972). 
Prepared by the American Bank Note Company 

 First IPEX where exhibits were by frame only; no more albums! 
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The Problem… 86 

Individual stamps were difficult to remove due to the creative 

perforation method. Further with the coloration of the stamps, the 

country name and denomination were readily apparent in about five 

(possibly seven) of the twenty stamps. Thus these stamps were not 

popular with for cover prep at the show. The stamp illustrated above 

was one of a handful amendable for a show cover. It is cancelled by 

the first of nine show cancels on 29 May.  



The Solution… 
87 

A variety of other 13¢ definitive and commemorative stamps (many with a 

Philadelphia or patriotic theme) were used in preparation of Interphil76 covers. 

Single-stamp usages form the 20 stamps from the four revolutionary souvenir 

sheets are difficult to come by today. In the above cover, the Day-6 Cancel of     

3 June (Collectors Day) was used. 
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It is very difficult to see the denomination and country name 

on the Souvenir sheet stamps, especially those on the right. 



Interphil76 Daily Passport Cancels 
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These cancels are found on a host of covers, 

souvenir cards, and other philatelic ephemera. 

(Image from Steven J. Rod.) 



For the purist…continued 
90 

Issued in advance for publicity to promote the show. It has just what is 

needed: The show name, the purpose, the location, the dates, the 

denomination, and a  logo. As my friend Jack would say when he was 

having a good day, “Paulie, It don’t get no better than this!” 

Cropped 

image  
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Day-10 Interphil76 cancel for Writers Day is seen above 



Daily cancels for Netherlands 
92 

Block of Dutch stamps were 

included in the broadside to the 

left and were cancelled just prior to 

the Interphil76.  

The brochure also promotes 

Holland’s amphilix 77, advertised 

as the only philatelic world 

exposition in that year to come. 



The USPS at Interphil76   
93 

Ben Franklin stamp issued at Interphil76 on 1 

June 1976. Covered on 5 June, Day-8 of the nine 

(9) show cancels. This one is for “Societies Day.”     

Above image from Steven J. Rod Sorry for the inter-page fold! 



For the Interphil76 purist   
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Top: An Artmaster Cachet on 

this First Day of Issue Cover of 

With the Interfil76 stamp 

Bottom: One of the shows Artcraft covers, again, the ‘official’ cachet 

maker for Interphil76 and cachets since 1939. They also made 

several engraved Interphil76 and Bicentennial related souvenir cards 
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A Colorano ‘Silk” cachet on this first day cover 
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A Fleetwood Cachet for  Interphil76   
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Official Postmasters of America Commemorative Issue 
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Junior Philatelists of America cachet Interphil76   
 

(Two (2) overlapping covers) 
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Last run of the USPSD Highway Post Office 

Highway POs 

Started 0n 10 Feb.  

1941. The fleet 

reached 200 

vehicles. These 

supplemented the 

RPOs and but were 

crowded out by the 

air buses and other 

faster and more 

efficient mail and 

package 

processing 

systems. 



USPS Activities at Interphil76  

 Large presence with biggest sales space of the show 

 Large flat-bed printing press set up to demonstrate the printing 

process making broadsides for show goers. This has been a 

consistent exhibit since 1926 (with BEP) 

 PO windows for new issues, and other windows for special 

cancels 

 Long lines and great business all week long. 

 “200 Years of Postal Service”: A large multifaceted program with 

items and information about the USPS. This included: 

 Small theatre showing film, America the Beautiful relating to 

stamps 

 Last of the Highway Post Office Vehicles 

 24 Frames (Bicentennial related) stamps, artist sketches, die 

proofs, and imperf sheets among others 
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The Bourse at Interphil76  

Stamp Dealers-105 from around the world 

Largest vendor was the USPS 

There were 12 super booths, i.e. Stanley 

Gibbons, Lighthouse, Scott 

Several dealers made >$100K 

(Equivalent to $450,600 in 2020 dollars) 

Foreign Postal Administrations-35. Selling 

postage, philatelic products, and passport 

cancelation 

Philatelic Societies-35; To receive members 

and recruit new ones 
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Interphil76 Labels (Self-stick) 
102 



Interphil76 Catalogue 
103 

IPEX catalogues are a wealth of information 

regarding the shows to include exhibits, 

special events, entertainment, meetings, 

histories, stamp illustrations, local maps, major 

players, and  ‘doings’ and much more.  

This catalogue was one of the first to introduce 

partial color in parts throughout the issue. 

Most specifically the centerfold with the 

Aristocrats of Philately. Started a wonderful 

trend. 

The American Revelation Bicentennial 

Administration honored  Interphil76 with an 

engraved souvenir sheet created by the 

Bureau of Engraving and Printing in DC. This 

item was bound into the catalogue (between 

pps-56-57), and Is listed but not valued in the 

2021 Scott Specialized U.S. Catalogue among 

the souvenir cards. (See next slide.) 
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The American Revelation Bicentennial Administration 

honored  Interphil76 with an engraved souvenir sheet 

created by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing in 

DC. This was technically the first bound philatelic item 

in an IPEX catalogue.  



Interphil76 Exhibits and beyond 
 Number of frames: 2500-3000 (estimates vary per reference) 

 33 Judges ( four to judge literature) from 19 countries 
including 10 Americans 

 Categories include (FIP):  

 U.S.A. 

 British Commonwealth 

 Europe 

 Latin America 

 Rest of World 

 Topical 

 Aerophilately 

 Misc. (9 exhibits such as Christmas Seals, #1s of the world, 
Inverted centers 

 Youth (Five age groups from 12-25) 

 Literature : Books & Studies; Stamp columns from newspapers; 
Philatelic periodicals; and Stamp Catalogues 
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Exhibits-II 
 This is first IPEX without albums as part of the exhibit 

 Four Grand Prize Levels 

 International: Afghanistan  

 National: Classic United States-1847 to 1861 

 Special Honor: Hawaiian Missionaries 

 Honor Class (Best among previous Int’l High Award 

Winners): Great Britain  
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Exhibits…III 
 Aristocrats of Philately: This was display of the world’s 

greatest rarities. This assemblage began with Anphilex’71 at 

the NYC Waldorf on the 75th anniversary of the Collector’s 

Club and continued through Interphil76 to NYWSS-16. The 

name has changed, but the best of the bests are on display. 

A few of the Interphil76 gems include: The 1¢ British Guiana 

(its 6th IPEX), two Mauritius covers, each with two “Post 

Office” Stamps, Alexandria Blueboy, several inverts (in 

blocks!), unused multiples of U.S. #s1 and 2, Hawaiian 

missionary covers, Bermuda Perot PM provisional, and you 

get the point 

 Court of Honor: Items from the Royal Collection (5-frames), 

Nat’l British Postal Museum (5-frames), Canadian Nat’l 

Postal Museum (5-frames), The Philatelic Foundation (2-

frames), and items from the collection of Prince Rainier III (3-

frames) 
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Interphil76 Commemorative Panel and 

Award Program 
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Both Images from Trenchard 

Panels started in 1972. This is a 

first for an IPEX issue. Printed 

American Bank Note Co. 

(Note souvenir added to upper right.) 



 Poland, Mexico, and Portugal 
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Interphil76 PPC to Honor U.S. Bicentennial 
110 

Contributed by the Swedish Post Office 



Netherlands & The 

Bicentennial 
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Cancelled four (4) days before the Interphil76 



ROC & The Bicentennial 
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Republic of China and Interphil76 
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Hungary Honors Interphil76 
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Interphil76 Passport 
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(Above image from Trenchard) Pages for 35 countries 



Sundry Interphil76 souvenirs 
116 

A season pass for Interphil76. 

On the reverse is serial# 2298  

And a rubber stamp impression  

of the Guernsey Post Office at  

Interphil76 

A society souvenir card 



 Interphil76 Post-show Report 117 

Bound into this hardcover book (about 1.75 

inches thick) are the original show catalog and 

other documents of the Int’l including maps, 

foreign language show  guides (French, 

German, & Spanish), and much more. It ends 

with a sizable photo gallery of events, images 

taken during the show such as the awards 

ceremony, group jury photo, candids 

(impromptu groups, etc.) , First Day 

Ceremonies, exhibit frames, long lines, and 

many others.  

Following the show, these volumes were 

compiled for the officers and board members of 

Interphil76 along with and other show leaders. 

This one was prepared for George Brete who 

was listed in the catalog as a Regional 

Representative.  

Tucked inside was the business card of Jim 

DeVoss, president of Interphil76 and president 

of the American Philatelic Society.  



Sunday NY Times Column 118 

In days of old, large city 

and local newspapers 

carried philatelic 

columns and classified 

advertisements of great 

proportion. This Sunday 

NYT copy of 2 May 

1976 addresses 

Interphil76 that is swiftly 

approaching.  
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2026 Boston World Expo 

Any Questions? Now? …or Later? Feel free to contact me. 

Paul Petersen, pcpetersen@comcast.net, 1.717.299.5640 

Club Website: lcps-stamps .org 
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23-30 May 2026 



A  Most  Unusual SIPEX Item 122 

Japanese Date of 5-7-11 is  not 5 

July 1911 or May 7th, 1911. 

It is based on the Era of the 

Emperor. Which Emperor? 

-Determine date of stamp (1915) 

1915 was in the Taisho Era which 

started 30 July 1912 and ended in 

1926. Emperor died on 30 July. 

-This was the 11th Year of Taisho 

making it 1922. Ergo…May 7th 

1922 in this case.  

Could also be use of an old stamp 

in the newer Showa era which 

started in 1926. Add 11 years, 

making this 1936. Your call.  

 

Note that under black censor tape 

is New York. 



Today’s Plan 
While today’s goal is to explore the ephemera of 

the U.S. Internationals, there is also interesting 
background history of these shows to share, and 
some of this is abstracted. 

Start with a short review of the start of the U.S. 
IPEX. 

Continue with a brief overview of ‘ephemera’ in 
general and how it fits into both postal and 
philatelic items. 

Move on to a quick spree of the eleven IPEXs with 
one page for each expo.  

Follow-up with Part-II, the details of the 1956 
(FIPEX), 1966 (SIPEX), and 1976 (Interphil76) 

Questions and Comments 
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FIP’s Forbidden Issues 124 



USPS Activities at Interphil76 125 



Interphil76 Exhibitor’s Application 
126 



Reference Sources 
127 

#5 of Steven J. Rod’s 10 part series 

 

Herb Trenchard’s article, 1913-1996 

 


